Consumer protection now granted to tenants
Since 1917, governments and legislators have made repeated efforts to protect tenants
(as well as occasional attempts to relax such protection), initially by way of (emergency)
decrees, next by passing the tenancy act, more lately by introducing the Landlord-andTenant act and its numerous amendments, transition provisions and exceptions. Recently
the Supreme Court, in passing judgment in a test case (Verbandsklageverfahren), invalidated 39 out of 40 clauses of a model lease, i.a. for infringements of the Consumer Protection Act (KSchG; OGH 7 Ob 78/06f), causing considerable bafflement amongst landlords as much as tenants as to the workings of the law.
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forehand. This reasoning on the part of the Supreme Court once again affects only contracts
made with consumers in their capacity as tenants. Nevertheless, a deviation in model contracts from the flexible law for which there is
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PIONEERING BOOK ON THE ACT GOVERNING INFORMATION RE-USE
Dr. Rainer Knyrim, one of our partners, has joined forces
with Mag. Elisabeth Weissenböck from the Federal Ministry
of Economics and Labour, to write the first treatise in Austria on the Act Governing Information Re-use
(Informationsweiter-verwendungsgesetz).
The new law is designed to enable enterprises in particular to
commercially use information
(data) provided by public authorities.

The volume can be ordered
online under
www.verlagoesterreich.at. For
further information please do not
hesitate to contact Rainer
Knyrim.
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